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Dr Arthur A. D. Townsend
and the view that he expressed was that, as she was better, perhaps
being removed to home surroundings again she would get rid of
the delusions which were still partially there.
He-examined by the attorney-general—I wrote on the 24th
August, " There is no material change in your wife's mental state.
Her heart is distinctly feeble, and I am sorry to say there is albu-
minuria."      Her  heart was  still  very  weak,  the  murmur was
present,  and her pulse was rapid.      That  indicates exhaustion.
There would also be some dilation.      I did not attach very great
importance to the albuminuria, but I am always very sorry to see
aibuminuria in any case.    It disappeared about the 28th or 29th,
but I could not give the exact date.      The note I have on the 28th
is " Albuminuria practically cleared up."      The letter says,  " I
beg to acknowledge receipt of agreement and list of questions."
The list of questions is attached to the certificates.      On the 15th
October I say, " I am sorry we have corae to the conclusion that
Mrs. Armstrong is suffering from neuritis, which is involving both
hands, feet, and legs."     By " we " I mean myself and my two
medical colleagues.      " This gives her feelings of discomfort, and
she has some loss of power and co-ordination.      What the exact
cause is it is difficult to say.      It is probably toxemia."      That
was our view at the time.    At that time I had no idea of an active
poison having been administered to her.      With regard to the
statement, " We consider the paralysis of the feet, arms, and legs
is entirely functional."    Looking at the subsequent history of the
case as told to me, I think that that opinion was not correct.    If
I had been told that the patient had received  doses of arsenic
before coming into the asylum I should have formed the opinion
that she had had some toxin.
By Mr. justice darling—You would not now say that her
•state at that time, her disabilities, were entirely functional 1—I
would qualify it by saying that at one period there was an organic
cause as well.
Ite-estximniation continued—The wasting of the muscles that I
referred to began, I think, in September, and continued, so far
as I recollect, to the end of September, During that time I think
the neuritis was functional. Wasting of the muscles may be due
to organic or functional neuritis. If it is an organic condition,
nerve condition, you would get wasting of the muscles; if it is
functional, you would get it from disuse. If it is organic, there
is something which causes the wasting of the muscles; and if it is
functional, and the muscles are disused, there is a tendency to
waste from 4isuae.
I want to come to this letter of the 22nd October-—t( We have
considered to-day Mrs. Armstrong's case, &c." " No doubt she
had discomforts of a neurotic type which may have been the
starting point of the functional failure." Does that mean neuritis
followed by functional failure?—pr, Soutar meant neuritis by
that.
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